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I. INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Report
This report, is presented primarily as a comparison of 

selected personal characteristics of current and past CPA 
candidates. At the same time it demonstrates the useful
ness of the Uniform Statistical Information Questionnaire 
as a vehicle for accumulation of such data. It Is antici
pated that the comparison of present day candidates with 
earlier candidates will provide additional insight to all 
members of the profession as to the need for continued 
support of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants' policy in regard to uniformity of criteria
for determining qualifications -for admission to the pro
fession.

Candidates for the CPA certificate have been the 
subject of many studies over the years. Such research 
efforts have been sporadic in nature and generally con
fined to state boundaries, but nearly all have had as their 
ultimate objective the definition and analysis of one or 
more of the personal characteristics of the successful 
CPA candidate.

Source of Data for Comparison 
■L"1 a v/oint effort, the state boards of accountancy, 

the^ Association of CPA Examiners and the American Institute
-1-



of wFA3 have recently launched a national program to accu
mulate more extensive data for the development of statistics 
anc other analyses concerning the personal characteristics 
of wiA candidates. The foundation of the program rests on 
an .....iorma uion blank--the Uniform Statistical Information 
questionnaire--devised by the ACPAE Committee on Examination 
Statistics and intended for periodic use over a span of 
several years. Its greatest advantage lies in the provision
o- detailed data that will be consistent and comparable over 
a series of examinations. This particular questionnaire, or 
its predecessor, has been used to collect source data from 
candidates sitting for several CPA examinations.

xhe latest edition of the questionnaire covers such 
source data as age, sex, number of examination sittings, 
education, length and type of work experience, scores on 
AICPA Orientation and Achievement Tests, Scholastic Aptitude 
1 from the College Entrance Examination Board series,
.ad American College Tests. All of these major classifi
cations are, of course, further delineated in varying degrees 
30 as to -resent a more complete profile. Whon the state 
boc-r as r- solve the candidates' ad vis ory grades, they enter 
t\e examination results on the questionnaire according to 
grades by subject and to the candidates' examination status.

.lecentiy, the Questionnaire has been used to accumulate 
dam- for most of the candidates taking the November 1964 and 
.-.ay 1965 uniform CPA Examinations. The data have been 
summarized, in accordance with the classifications mentioned
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in the preceding paragraph, for all reporting candidates 
sitting for the November 1964 examination. A distinction 
was made, however, in the May 1 96 5 tabulations. One set 
of the 1965 data presented questionnaire Information on all 
sample candidates sitting for the examination. The second 
summary provided questionnaire data for sample candidates 
sitting for the first time.

As a basis for the comparisons presented in this re
port, data available from the November i96 0, May 1961, 
November 1948, May 1949, November 1949, and May 1950 CPA 
examinations have been utilized. This study has been lim
ited to a comparison of data concerning age, education, 
expérience, and number of sittings attempted, since compa
rability of factors could be achieved only in these areas. 
While each of the areas enumerated above have been defined 
in some detail, all such items were assigned within the 
categories of successful candidates and unsuccessful candi
dates. Comparisons of detailed percentage analyses for the 
various classifications within the successful and unsuc
cessful candidate categories for the selected periods are 
presented below in Table 1 and Table 2. These percentage 
analyses are also summarized by major classifications and 
presented later in this paper as the appropriate items are 
being discussed. Additional details concerning the method 
and scope of the various surveys utilized as a source of 
data for this study are presented in Appendix A.

J
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TABLi ^  *ril?rceniase analy3e3 by age, education, experiencei 3 itt lriffS f nr flimAAaaful o v-,/3 4  ̂4- 4 „ .̂1. _

Candidate classifications:

Age
Under 25 
2 5-30 
31-35 Over 35
Education
High school graduate 
Technical/buslness school or 

accounting correspondenc College— Less than degree 
requirements

College graduate--Other than accounting major 
College graduate— Accounting major
Postgraduate work
Experience 
No experience 
Non-public accounting:

Private accounting 
Grovernment accounting Teaching accounting Public accounting:1 - 2 years

Less than 1 year2- 4 years
1-3 years 4-6 years
4-5 years Over 6 years
6 or more years

Total Sittings

CPA examination SittingsOne or More FirstNov 48 Nov 60 Nov 54May 50 May 61 -fey  ̂5 May 55
8.3% 16.5% 35.0% 7 1 .0%3 6 . 8 49.2 34.4 1 9 . 233.3 18.0 16.3 3.82 1 . 6 16.3 14.3 6 . 000 0 1—1 1 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0%
2.4% 0 .0% 0 .1% 0 .0%

15.5 6 . 8 2.3 .4
14.6 6.9 6 . 2 8.3
15.2 5.7 1 0 . 1 6 . 6

78.4(27.0)°

(23.9)° (23.6)° (24.4)c (5.9 (9.0)° (1 2.3 )c(1.9)° (2.4)° (6 .7 )c
61.5 6 5.O 56.6

(15.1) ° (38.9)° 
(30.6)° (13.9)°
(1 1 .2 ) c (2 .8 )c

__b (8 .1 )Q (1 .0 )c
10 0.0% ioo.o% 10 0.0%

b
b
b

or more

25.1% 30.8 
20.6 
11.0 
6.5 
6.0 

ICO. 05

9.6%
18.0
18.7 13.4
11.7 28.61 0 0 .0%

1 7.3%
2 3 .520.4 
14.0 
9.0 15.8 TÔC.Ô-

No experience" candidates not separately accounted 
for in these samples; included in "Less than 1 year" category 

, On8,uS" nob 8i-ven in the samples available 
J Detail data items total to percentage for major categor
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TABLi, 2.--Percentage analyses by age, education, experience and sittings for unsuccessful candidates In the sample

CPA Examination Sittings 
One or More First

57.7%
22.6
8.9

10.8

0.3%
3.4 

13.3
9.4 

66.6
2

Candidate classifications

Age
Under 25  
2 5-30 
31-35 Over 35
Education
High school graduate 
Technlcal/buslness school or accounting correspondenc 
College--Less than degree 

requirementsCollege graduate— Other than 
accounting major 

College graduate— Accounting major
Postgraduate work
Experience 
No experience 
Non-public accounting:

Private accounting 
Government accounting 
Teaching accounting Public accounting:
1 - 2 years

Less than 1 year2- 4 years
1 - 3 years 4-6 years
4-5 years 

Over 6 years
6 or more years

Sittings
2
34
56 or more

"No experience" candidates not separately accounted 
for In these samples; Included in "less than 1 year" category, 

j cData not given in the samples available
Detail data items add to percentage for major category.

Nov 48 Nov 60 Nov 64May 50 May 61 May 65
9.2% 15.1% 34.7%33.2 41.6 29.526.0 18.7 1 5 . 83 1 . 6 24.6 2 0 . 01 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0% ! -* O O O

5.6% 0.4% 0 .2%
e 2 1 . 0 1 0 . 0 5.2
16.4 13.5 1 1 . 0
14.5 7.2 10.4
3 8 .2 54.1 66.54.3 14.8 6.7fesi000iH M O O O IÜÜ7g%
1 2 .2% 18.5% a
16.3 39.0 n 36.4%(29.0)° (24.6)°b (8.9)° (1 0.0 )°b (1 .1 )c (1 .8 )°
71.5 42.5 63.6(1 9 .6 )°
(23.1)°

b (16.3)°
b (28.1)c

(14.3)°
(14.5)°

b (9.7)c
b (9.5)C

1 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0%
42.4% 27.0% 33.5%23.7 2 1 . 0 2 1 .213.8 14.1 14.4
8.9 1 0 . 5 1 0 . 0
5.1 7.8 6.56 . 1 1 9 . 6 14.11 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0%

44.3%
(27.1)°(1 2.0 )°
(4.3) ° 
55.7
(3 2.0)°
( 1 8 . 6 ) c

(2.7) 0
(2.4) c
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Implied in the above discussion of the questionnaire 

is the change required in processing techniques to handle 
the; increased bulk of data so obtained. This change is 
iurther noted briefly in Appendix A as a transition from 
manual to computerized methods used for the fifteen-year, 
flyo year and present day reference periods.

The CPA and the Changing Business Environment.
Just as new computer techniques have permitted a rapid 

expansion of the scope of CPA candidate surveys, the intro
duction of electronic data processing(SDP) has had a tre
mendous impact on the business environment. Early in 1 9 5 1_
five years after the first electronic computer was installed 
in txhls country— estimates placed computer requirements at a 
total of six for all of the United States. By 1 9 6 5, there 
were in excess of twenty thousand. 1

In their auditing role, certified public accountants 
are now faced with the challenge of determining an approach 
t° audlting a computer-based accounting system. Most likely 
toe auditor will be engaged increasingly in continuous audits 
and undoubtedly will audit through the computer Instead of 
er it. The degree of computer sophistication required 
oy the CPA is still not settled, yet it is apparent that 
tne educational background of new CPA "hopefuls” must neces
sarily attempt to relate accounting, auditing and £DF tech
niques. Even now many accounting firms recognize the need

TVlo Leonard W* Hein, "EDP in the Accounting Curriculum " ^nWournal of Accountancy. CXX (August, 1 9 6 5), 78-84. '
4 'v"''Wx-Sl
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to broaden their knowledge in the EDP area and to expand 
their activities in providing EDP consulting or management 
services. The auditor appears to be on the threshold of 
offering new and expanded professional service, and at the 
same time gaining new status and prestige for the profession

Experienced management services personnel are aware of 
the greatly broadened information function in the business 
environment and many have made predictions as to its Impact 
on management consulting services. Among these prognostlca- 
tors is H. G-. Trent in, partner in charge of administrative 
services in the New York office of Arthur Andersen and 
Company. At a general meeting on automation held by the 
New 'York State Society of CPAs in 1964, he offered the fore
cast that every CPA firm with as many as ten professional 
people would have some management services personnel and at 
least one full-time computer specialist on its staff by 
1974. He also predicted that any firm of 25 professional 
people would have, by that same date, at least one full-time 
operations research specialist in addition to computer and 
other management services men.'*'

According to H. G. Trentin, the work of the operations 
researcher and accountant in business decision making are 
closely related. The accountant has had to learn more about 
mathematical methods and to establish working relationships 
with highly trained OR men. The CPA has kept pace with the

______ _> 1 People, Events, Techniques, "Managementervices, I (July-August, 1964), 5 .
i



corporate accountant In this advance in professional compe-
tence and is enjoying a growing share of the management 
service , consulting business as a result of his involvement 
with many of the developments in management planning and 
control. The broadening of the CPA's role has come easily 
ana logically because of the business environment in which 
he has provided audit and tax services and his willingness 
to acquire the necessary competence.^

The growth of EDP has had a near parallel in the growth 
oi the business economy. The increase In GNP of 1.3 per cent 
per annum experienced between 1953 and 1965 is expected to 
reach 1.7 per cent per annum by 1975. At the same time, 
professional and technical personnel are expected to increase 
from ¿3 per cent of the total work force to more than 3C per 
cent by 1970.* The competition for professional people will 
oecome intensified, especially for the highly qualified 
individuals and in the attempt to attract ambitious and 
intelligent entrants into the given fields. The percentage 
Increase in GNP shown above is about 3C per cent, however, 
one economist foresees an expansion in accounting services \  
in excess of the 80 per cent increase in GNP between 1963  
and 1975.3

H. G. Trentin, "The CPA in Management Services• A 
ì ^ u L ? ,  i^gj°Csi-56 . — -ge318nt SerTlc-gg’ 1 1 1 (JMuary- 

2 ,~zra Solomon, "Accounting in the Next Decade,"
-- journal of Accountancy. CXIX (January, 1 9 6 5), 22-26.

5Ibid.



Tbe Demand for Accounting Graduates 
The expansion of the business economy has resulted in 

on ever Increasing demand for accounting graduates by oublic 
accounting firms, industry, and other employers. It is 
expected that the demand will continue, perhaps, even at an 
increasing rate as the potentialities of the newer raanacement 
consul.ting services and the ED? processes are explored. 
Expansion ol the attest function in the area of tax returns 
may also be a significant factor in the increased demand. 
Competition among the professional fields will also be keener 
as each endeavors to Insure a source of supply of high 
quailoy, intelligent individuals. Each profession, of course, 
desires to perpetuate Itself by attracting the best qualified 
entrants who are capable of continuing their professional 
education and development and of growing in stature.

The increasing demand for professional and technical 
talent has had the effect of creating a shortage of skilled 
and educated manpower. This shortage has been magnified 
somewhat since college graduates lately seem to be rejecting 
business as a vocation. Many with grades in the higher 
scholastic ranks have been going into teaching while an 
increasing number of students are going on to graduate 
school.

The number of graduates earning degrees in business 
averages about ten per cent of all baccalaureate degrees 
awarded each year, while the number of accounting degrees 
earned generally runs about 20 per cent of that for business 
decrees. As shown in Table 3 below, the number of accounting

-9-
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-10
degrees conferred began a slow upward svzlng in 1 95 4 but has 
levelled off In recent years. An indication of a more marked 
upswing has been noted according to an estimate made by 
rrank 5. ¿.ndicott, director of placement at Northwestern 
University, and reported in the education and Professional

. Training department of the June 1964 issue of The Journal 
of Accountancy. The number of accounting degrees to be 
conferred in 1970 will be in excess of 21,000. According 
to an article reported in the News Feature section of the 
March 1963 issue of the same periodical, it is noted that 
a comparison between the number of college degrees earned 

in accounting and the number of CPA candidates reveals a 
falhly close correlation but with a time lag." The number 
of CPA candidates has been increasing steadily since 1957.

TABLE 3.--Accounting degrees conferred and number of May
CPA candidates

Year
Accountingdegrees
conferred

Number of May CPA 
candidates

1951 1 1 , 2 7 61952 9,1431953 7,9451954 8 , 0 1 2
1955 8,4621956 9,2741957 10,4971958 11,3391959 1 1 , 7 0 6I960 11,2541961 1 0 , 6 3 21962 11,4361963 11,9741964 12,9641965 -----

10,335 9,954 
9,251 
9,879 9,226 8,682 
9,590 

10,139 
11,349 
11,509 12,382 
11,935 13,110 
14,173 15,8C0

-ource: Adapted from "News Feature", The Journal of Accountancy. March 1963.

I
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Although the number of CPA candidates has continued to 

increase in general, there is no evidence of a well-eatab- 
lished rate. Rather, the pattern is one of fluctuation: 
there was a decrease of approximately 4CC in 1962 while a 
surge of , 700 CPA hopefuls was experienced in May 1 9 6 5.
In part this fluctuation may be due to changing educational 
policies and programs at the nation's collegiate business 
schools. The business and accounting curricula has been 
changed to reflect some of the recommendations made in the 
195- studies "Higher Education for Business," by R. A. 
Cordon and J. E. Howell, financed by the Ford Foundation, 
and The Education of American Businessmen," by Frank C. 
Pierson under a Carnegie Corporation grant. A more recent 
study, "Educating Tomorrow's Managers," issued in October 
1964 by the Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic 

-•-Development recognizes the progress made toward liberal 
education, emphasis on mathematics and quantitative analysis, 
and raising academic standards in the study of business. 
However, a 184-page report, "Man, Education and Work,"
Issued in May 1964, by the American Council of Education, 
accuses the nation's colleges and universities of failing 
to meet modern vocational needs. Thus, in five years the 
pattern has gone full circle. The tapering off for ac
counting degrees conferred undoubtedly reflects the adap
tation to a college program with fewer technical accounting 
courses. The increase in CPA candidates no doubt stems 
iro those individuals majoring in other areas of business.



II. PREDICTING SUCCESS IN THE CPA PROFESSION

Identifying, "Success" Characteristics 
many and vast changes In technology have levied a 

consequential need for the profession to remain flexible 
and adaptable to changing requirements within the business 
environment. However, this poses the problem of predicting 
ta likely success of the entrants to the profession. In 

' Pas *̂ many studies have attempted to enumerate and define 
selected characteristics associated with successful CPA can
didates. Because of the relatively limited communication and 
information systems then in effect, the number of candidates 
included has been necessarily small. By the same token, the 
r'r ?i? included in such research have been restricted mainly 
1 education, experience, number of sittings, and exam
ination grades. It was previously recognized that these 
items .3id not present a complete picture and that they were 
not ini a , 1e in identifying "success” characteristics.
Considerably more items are included on the present day 
Questionnaire so as to provide the basis for a more complete 
pictur ad to help establish other patterns and relation
ships useful in the evaluation of personnel entering the 
CPA profession.

One study concerning individuals who had pursued 
r-'jjuate or professional studies found that outstanding

-12-



grades, resolution of occupational choice by the junior 
year in college, speed of completion of formal preparation 
■ :;d early assumption of adult responsibilities, such as 
military service, marriage, and family formation, were 
indicative, but not a guarantee, of career success. The
study found that education was a good, but still rough, 
sere ning device. Educational background and later perfor
mance did not have the close relationship that was expected. 
The researcher concluded that "the best guide to a man's 
worth is what he is able to produce."^-

Another study concerning major factors affecting Job
prospects for accounting graduates found thrt a successful

\

car- er in accounting depended to a. significant extent on the
individual's academic ability. The same study stressed the
importance of quality of the accounting department at the
educational institution at which the individual had been 

2matriculated.
A recent study made by Bell System management concerned 

the question; To w .at extent does success in college pre
dict success in the Bell System?"^ They concluded that

211 Q-inzberg, 
Management Review, 
from .Journal of Coll

"Gan Career Success Be Predicted,"
LV (January, 1955) 67-59, as condensed 
ege Placement. (October-November, 1 9 6 5).

a. , Merrill B. Dllley, "Job Prospects Facing Accounting 
Students, The Journal of Accountancy. CXII (September,19 11 ;, o 5- “7 • ?!

.. "F̂ eTd.er.lc^ R * Rappel, "From the World of College to the iord of Work The Journal of Accountancy. CXV (May, 1953)
J8 excerpts from speech given April 5, 1962 at Westminster v0- -l5e» Fulton, Missouri.
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scholastic achievement— rank in graduating class —  is the 
most Important single Indicator for predicting success and 
that the usefulness of that indicator could be improved by 
taking into account the quality of the college attended, 
extracurricular achievement is less useful than the indica
tors mentioned above, while the earning of college expenses 
seemed to be of little or no significance. 1

A 1956 study of Dartmouth graduates used annual Income 
as the most reliable indicator of success. 2 In the study at 
hand, annual income is clearly not appropriate as an indica
tor or factor since the analysis concerns primarily CPA 
candidates. Rarely would one find one of these candidates 
occupying a high salaried position since, presumably, that 
individual would still be a neophyte trying to gain the 
required public accounting experience.

Some recruiting officers for CPA firms have been re
porter to rely upon grades, personality, appearance, and 
extracurricular activities. Others have used tests plus 
structured interviews with more than one partner or re
cruiting member participating. It has been demonstrated 
that there is a rather high positive correlation between 
scores on intelligence tests and college grades.-^ Tests 
and college grades, however, do not indicate the lndlvld-

1Ibld.
2,,nersnel M. Anderson and Fred 3.  Griffin, "Recruiting 

voiiege Graduates for Accounting Employment," The Journal^ of Accountancy. CXVT (November, 1 9 6 3) 90- 9 3. ----------~
. -'Ibid., CXVI (December, 1 9 6 3) 81-83.
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u-r ..s initiative, his need for achievement. Personality 
tests should be used with caution and reliance upon any

ox test scores alone is seldom, if ever, practicable.
In a study by Dr. Hackemann, identifiable personal 

characteristics for successful management personnel were 
enumerated. These included a strong drive or desire to 
coeed, willingness to expend much effort or energy to 

achieve goals, above average grades as students and in the 
u- “r one Quarter class ranking, above average effective in
telligence, and perception and sensitivity in regard to other 
9< A doctoral candidate has been concerned with the
ediction of professional competence, which includes such 

aspects as intelligence, motivation, and sensitivity. 2
ow evidence of the validity of the AICPA Accounting 

. r.entation Test and Level II Accounting Achievement Test 
has recently been made available in a report Issued by

r" D. forth.  ̂ Data for that study was also taken from 
t'.t. information iurnished on the Uniform Statistical Infor
mation Questionnaire. Dr. North found that "...the chances 
o; a candidates' being partially or completely successful 
on the CPA examinations apparently are about six to four

Triov,+ ̂ ? Ul 3,F*^Ha0kemnnn' "Personal Data of Managers Are Identified in survey, Administrative Management. XXVT'} . > O 5 ) 48 e
Hbx u n s 0, "’fhat Can the Behavioral Sciences 

ontrlbute to tne Selection and Development of CPAs "
—-e Journa: of Accountancy. CXX (November, 1 0 5 5) 8 5 - 8 9

f,3p'°t0ri 3 " :;orth- "Validity of tbe AICPA Accounting
Zccoun- *!»*• ae tredlotors of Success mjAccount. 1 rrofeosion, as reprinted from the AICPA
ege Acc anting Testing Bulletin Mo. 5 0, November, 1955,

; -fe
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in bis favor li he ranks in the tog tenth of ths Orientation 
Test norms, but about seven to three against him if be ranks 
in tae lowest quarter of those norms." He also found "by 
inference from...data, the odds for partial or complete 
success on the CPA examination seems to be about three to 
one in favor of a candidate who ranks in the top tenth of the 
Ach_ svement Test norms and about three to one against a can- 
. Idate who is in the lowest quarter of these norms." From 
his analysis, he concluded that "these findings indicate 
that about half of the candidates who rank in the top eight 
or nine per cent of the Orientation or Achievement Test norms 
are able to pass all four subjects at their first sitting".
Dr.\Korth feels that the "results of these...studies Indicate 
that the AICPA Orientation and Achievement Tests have sub
stantial value as indicators of potential success on the CPA 
examination and In the profession of public accounting."

In summary, it appears that the consensus lends credence 
to the use of scholastic achievement— rank in class— and 
quality of the college attended as characteristics iden
tifying the potential success in the CPA profession. Though 
various -inds of tests and several interview techniques have 
been used in the way of intelligence and personality evalu
ations, few have been important as predictors of success. 
Recent investigations have confirmed the validity of an 
effective tool for the accounting profession, however.
* e e concern the AICPA Orientation and Achievement Tests.

-16-
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III. framework of professional requirements

.¡-.eglslatlve Requirements
Professional requirements establish the framework with

in which the items included in this study must be considered, 
Professional requirements are defined here as the many legis- 
intive writings by the various state boards and other govern- 
vital bodies in defining and establishing rules and regu

lations. These govern the admission to practice as a member 
of the public accounting profession and cover such things as
age, residence, experience, education and examination condi
tioning.

Age requirements are, perhaps, the most uniform of any 
of the admission prerequisites. Fifty jurisdictions require 
tre candidate to be 21 years of age or older. In two of 
tnese jurisdictions, the candidates must be 23 as a minimum.

TABLE 4.— Summary of Age Requirements
Minimum Age
19 years 
21 years 
Over 21 years 23 years
Legal (presumed to be 21 years 
None specified

Number of Jurisdictions
1

22
262

1
1

Oniy 14 jurisdictions require a specified period of
residence. Of these, one state requires three months; is

i ... -!P
-17- %
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another, two years; and, the other 11, a minimum of one 
year. The remaining state jurisdictions only require that 
tie candidate be a resident at the time of application for, 
and granting of, the CPA certificate. Of the four states 
requiring an office, two also require legal residency. A 
third state specifies maintenance of an office for one year 
- ;t permits legal residency to serve as a substitute. The 
other state requires the candidate to have an office as a 
base for his accounting operations.

5 .— Summary of Residence
Minimum Resident
Resident-specified period 
Resident-no term specified
Must have office
Place of business fulfills residency

Requirements
Number of Jurisdictions

14 
39
4

31

the applicant must be 
intention to become

In all jurisdictions except one, 
a Anit I States citizen or declare his 
one.

TABLE 6.— Summary of Citizenship Requirements
Citizenship Requirements Number of Jurisdictions
U. 3. Citizen -|c
. 5. Citizen or declaration of Intent

No requirement ^

Experience requirements are varied in regard to the 
ion of experience required and even more diverse in 

■prd to the type of experience acceptable. The variations
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in these patterns are illustrated below. Based on the number 
of jurisdictions and just the number of different experience 
requirements mentioned below, it is possible to have more 
than 1 ,2 0 0 choices available to authorities who are charged 
with establishing experience requirements. In some at?tes,

, education may be substituted for experience. In the main, 
this provision covers the substitution of four years of 
college for one or two years of accounting experience.

TABLE 7.— Summary of Experience Requirements
Experience Requirements Number of Jurisdictions

Mandatory before examination 27
Mandatory before certificate issued 25
No requirement i
Specific type of experience 50
Only public accounting acceptable 25
Other accounting acceptable or

substitutive (In part) 25
Private accounting acceptable (in part) 8
Government accounting acceptable (in part) 18
0 thru 3 years (substitutive for education in part) 26
0 thru. 6 years (substitutive for education in part) 49
0 thru 12 years (substitutive for education in part) 52

Educational requirements have become more uniform in
recent years, however, their provisions are still quite
diverse in nature when the details underlying the major
categories are examined. The college graduates and others
taking post-high school study may be required to take spe- 

{
clflc courses in accounting and related business areas.
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oovoral states specify the number of credit hours that must 
be gained in stated areas of study. Education may be sub
stituted in whole or in part in lieu of experience in most 
states. When education is only minimum, as where the 
Individual has only a high school diploma, additional years 
of experience may be required. All colleges requiring a 
major in accounting do not necessarily require that the 
candidate earn a degree— in several cases a stated number 
of credit hours is mandatory.

TABLii 8 . Summary of Educational Requirements
minimum Education Number of Jurisdictions

Only high school graduation 28
Some post-high school education nCollege graduation ^4
College major in accounting i j

Other Qualifications
Although the above conditions represent the legisla

te ve re(iuirements that a candidate must meet in order to 
qualify for admission to public accounting practice as a 
certified public accountant, other criteria are often used 
by the recruiting officers of accounting firms. As stated 
in earlier paragraphs, college grade levels are probably 
tne most useful predictors. Underlying the achievement of 
a high scholastic ranking is the fact that that individual^ 
Is mo t likely to be intelligent, to have a considerable V/ 
degree of Initiative and ambition, to show considerate and ' 
mature Judgment, and to possess a natural aptitude for 
academic work. A candidate should possess these traits and





IV. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF DATA FOR SELECTED 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Coverage of Survey Data
As noted previously in this report, the empirical data 

has been taken from selected, available studies containing 
considerably more detail. Due to the necessity of main
taining comparability among the factors selected it wcs 
possible to include in this comparison and evaluation of 
personal characteristics only that data pertaining to age, 
education, experience, and number of attempted sittings of 
the CPA candidates included in the samples. The compar
isons are analyzed using the earlier, fifteen-year reference 
period as the base. In general, this includes all candi- 
• t 3 in a11 oi' the samples and first-time candidates from 
tr;W simpl •. oi toe fifteen-year reference period and the May 
1965 CPA examination. In an effort to portray the results 
of t"e analypea and, at the same time, provide an effective 
means of comparisons of the profiles of the successful

•nple CPA candidates, a four-tiered graph has been prepared.
It shows percentages for classifications of age, education, 
wx: erierce, and sittings and is presented in the following

-strati on. |

-22-
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Ana, lysis of Age

Although the profiles for the fifteen-year . riod and the 
five-year period are somewhat similar overall, it is readily 
apparent that the current period reflects a substantial change 
in the age pattern. The profiles of the current period for 
all sample candidates and first-time candidates are also 
similar except that the line plunges more drastically after 
the Lnder ¿5 age bracket. This is not surprising in that
it is expected that new candidates sitting for the first- 
time for the examination will be new in the profession and, 
most likely. Just recently graduated from college. The 16 
to 25 age group now numbers in excess of 20 million, which 
represents about a tenth of the total population1 and more 
than a quarter of the labor force, and is a partial explan
ation for the increase in younger CPA candidates. The per
centage of candidates "Under 25" within the successful 
category has been increasing through the years, m  general, 
it has more than quadrupled while the percentage for the 
"Over 35" group within the successful candidate category has 
decreased by about one-third. This would indicate that the 
successful CPA candidate is passing at an earlier age. He 
is winning this status earlier while the unsuccessful candi
date appears to be foreaaking the CPA certificate if he has 
not achieved it by age thirty.

- s s - s s S S  s  •* *
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While the patterns for the education profiles are quite 
similar lor all periods, it should be noted that the "college 
graduate accounting major" has Increased dramatically within 
tse category of successful CPA candidates. This type oi 
individual represented 43 per cent of the successful candi
dates in the base period but today is in excess of 66 per 
cent, which is an Increase of about 50 per cent. When con- 
sleering this classification along with non-accounting 
majors, the total of college graduates has increased only 
about 25 per cent. The percentage of CPA candidates in the 
successful category with less than a college degree have 
decreased to about one-fourth of that of the earlier period.
~v i3 evi(3ent that the individuals with less than a college 
degree among the first-time successful candidates are also 
decreasing in number by about two-thirds. From the detailed 
analysis in Table 1, it can be seen that candidates who are 
only high school graduates are virtually non-existent among 
the successful candidates. Individuals attending the pro
prietary schools— technical, business, correspondence— are 
on the:decrease among the number of current successful 
c ndidstes since that category is less than one-fourth of 
the 1 avel in the base period. Individuals with less than 
d -rye requirements— which means from one-half to three and 
a h -1 1 years of college— have decreased in number slightly.
'J " r  a ^'Ly • nearly 9C per cent of all successful candidates 

at last a baccalaureate degree, while this is true
{
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xor about Ja per cent of first-time successful candidates 
included in the surveys in the fifteen-year reference period 
>Tben all college graduates Included in the fifteen-year suc
cessful samples are considered, they represent only about 58 
per cent of the total successful candidates in the samples.

TABL 9. -Percentage analyses by major education categories for successful candidates in the samples

All Candidates Sitting Nov 48May 50 Nov 60 May 61
Not college graduate College graduate 
Postgraduate work

3 2 . 5 %
58.2
-2t2 .

13.7#62.4

Nov 54May 5 5
8.6#

76.5

First-time Candidates Sitting Nov 48
May 5C

Not college graduate 
College graduate 
Postgraduate work

28.1#
61.1
10.81 0 0.0$

May 65
8.7#

71.519.8
lÖC.OS

Age and education may be compared with similar character
istics among AICPA members. In a recent survey, it was shown 
-bat over hall oj. the then current members were in the 31 to 
45 age bracket and more were 33 years old than any other 
- - age. Of members age 25 or under, 1 5 of the 283, or

per cent, did not have a college degree. Of these, 
only tnree had not attended any college. In the 26 to 30 
v racket, only six per cent did not have a college degree. 
It was noted that a relatively high proportion of the members 
in the upper age brackets had acquired advanced degrees.
The authors concluded that the "data indicate that legal 
requirements are lagging behind actual conditions in regard
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to candidates having college degrees before beginning the 
process of qualifying for a certificate. " 1 They also noted 
that 11 was estimated that as many as 90 per cent of CPA can
didates have a college degree, with 8C to 85 per cent of these 
having a major in accounting. These estimates and the facts 
of their survey are consistent with the findings of this re
port. The CPA hopeful most likely to be successful is less 
tm.u 30 years old and has a college degree--with eight out of
every nine having a major in accounting or postgraduate work.

Analysis of Experience
The experience percentage profiles do not have the same 

degree of similarity shown in the other data, profiles. This 
is due, in part, to the great diversity of experience require
ments levied by the various state boards and, in part, to the 
minor inconsistencies in data classifications for the various 
experience levels utilized in the respective samples. Where
as Tables 1 and 2, in a previous section of this paper, de
lineate the experience classifications actually used within 
the original surveys, the following table attempts to adjust
ior these differences and to summarize the information in 
the most meaningful manner.

V; i t : in recent years a larger share of the successful 
candidates appear to be coming from the non-public segment. 
inti increase, however, is not as great as it seems. During 
each of the reference periods, the samples included many

^dward 3. Lynn and Lewis J. 
Education of Institute Members," CXyill (October, 1954) 89-9 0.

Squires, "Age and 
The Journal of Accountancy.
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C8.it..luttes woo had both non-public and public accounting 
experience. In the studies covering the fifteen-year 
reference period, the candidates were classified only wlthi^f 
the public accounting classification. In the later studies, 
however, candidates having more than one ty o of experience 
w.-re given one tally within each of the appropriate classifi
cations. As a consequence, the non-public accounting per
centage of the fifteen-year period is understated in relation 
to that classification’s current percentage. Similarly, the 
public accounting percentage figures of the two recent ref
erence periods are understated in relation to the percentage 
xi-ur- for that classification in the earlier, fifteen-year 
reference period.

All Candidates Sitting
Non-public accounting 
:..es3 than 1 year experience8- 
Less than 2 years experiencea Public accounting beyond above

First-time Candidates Sitting
Non-public accounting 
Less than 1 year experience3,
. oss than 2 years experience3 
Public accounting beyond above

by major experience categorieslates in the samples
Nov 48 Nov 60 Nov 64i^y 50 May 61 May 65
14.5% 31.7%: 35.0%
34.1 6 . 8 15.1
51.4 61.5 49.9

I C C . 0 % 1 0 0.0% 1C0 .0%
Nov 48May 50 May 65
18.4% 43.4%
45.2 3 8 . 8
36,4 17.81 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0%

“•Includes "No experience" candidates in samples of periods indicated.

The general pattern of experience levels of candidate s>V ' Ofe
indicate that experience is still important as a factor \n *



examination. Thethe successful completion of the CPA 
training received in college does seem to facilitate pre
paration for the theory, practice and commercial law examin
ations, all of which more nearly correspond to the types of 
subject testing given in the educational institutions. There 
is some evidence that more candidates are using their aca- 
eemic training as a springboard to the CPA examination. The 
increased percentage figure for the non-public accounting 
area aoes suggest that more candidates are sitting for the 
examination without experience in public accounting. One 
reason for this may be the relaxed requirements in regard 
to substitutability of education for experience. Another 
reason may be that candidates view the acquisition of a CPA 
certificate as a ticket for entry to a higher-salary or 
nigher-prestlge bracket in another area of the business 
career field.

Vfhen a 1 1 successful sample candidates having more than 
.-buvt v-,e and a half years of experience are considered, it 
is evident that the percentages have shown a great degree of 
stability for the CPA hopefuls who have spent some time in
tlJ 3 pr ie3slonr Tt should also be noted, from Table 1 , that 
to centages for successful individuals with five or more

experience in public accounting have remained quite 
stab1, e. The facts presented in Table 1 and Table 1C suggest

'ne lndividuals with from two to five years of public
accounting experience still constitute the majority of^he
succ 1 ul candidates,

j
in. successful CPA hopeful, then, the chances are



w
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3 ; 1 - Lly b9tter than seven in ten that he will be working
1:1 puhllc accounting and within that classification the
chance s are abcut eight in ten that he will have more than v

w

one or two y.ars of experience in the employ of a CPA. 
Analysis of Examination Sittings 

Tho nu " r °r sittings attempted have shown the most 
rk difference in the patterns of the three periods.

percenta6e analyses by number of ‘ ln ; attempted for successful candidates in the samoles
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Sittings Attenuated Nov 48 May 50 Nov 60 May 61
9.6%27 . 6

46.3 
59.771.4

Nov 64May 55
17.3%40.86 1 . 2
75.284.2

r fewer 
r fewer 

• >r fewer 
r fewer

25.1%
55.976.5
87.5 94.0

or more 
or more 4 or more

1 or more2 o.r more
r more

5.0%
12.5
23.5 44.1 
74.91 0 0 . 0

28.6%
40.3 
53.772.4
90.4 

1 0 0 . 0

1 5 .8%
24.8
38.8 
59.2 82.7

1CC.C

ost ov r 75 per cent of the successful candidates in 
t::e ° rr :it e P' ~iod require four or fewer sittings to

-ubj ?ts. A better record prevailed in the earlier 
ioc, w e v r, since over 87 per cent of the candidates

requires only four or fewer sittings. At the same time, the 
of successful candidates requiring six or more 

,tL9mptp b - more tbe-n doubled. Fewer of the successful 
candid at s passing all parts of the examination on the 
K1 r t attempt. VThereas one-fourth of the successful c-ndi-
j ’ ln 1 - • teen-year reference period passed all-,subjects ...

firs' » ing, the current period shows that thft
% .

Wv
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percentage has decreased about one-third.

Toe inference to be drawn from these frets is that a 
larger number of successful candidates passed all examination 
subjects in fewer attempts in the past than in the current 
crop of applicants. The profiles for the three periods are 
almost identical in shape for up to five sittings. The up- 
waru swing of the tail covering the percentages for six or 
more sittings is a marked change from the fifteen-year base 
pex -od. It suggests that candidates now seem more persistent 
in pursuing the goal of a GFA certificate since they are 
willing to sit more times in order to achieve success.



V. STUDY RESULTS

Summary of Findings
xhe analyses of age, education, experience and number 

oi examination sittings have confirmed the usefulness of 
mating comparisons of such characteristics. While drastic 
differences in these areas as between the current and past 
V?A candidates do not exist, the percentages derived do 
demonstrate that changes have occurred.
^  ,x The successful CPA candidate today is younger than 
hls counterpart in either the fifteen-year or the five-year 
reier@H$& Period. He is more apt to be under 30 and in 99 
er cent of the cases have more than a high school education. 

The addit|||al training culminates in a college degree about 
85 to 90 per cent of the time. Yesteryear's successful can
didates were not so well-educated nor were they as special- 
' ;'e ln thelr training since fewer majored in accounting then. 
Experience levels have remained fairly stable for CPA hone- 
f>:: s in that the ratios for successful candidates having two 
or more years work in public accounting are nearly equal in 
a i- periods. However, today there does seem to be an in
creasing number of CPA applicants with less-than one year's 
experience and an increasing number working in other than the 
public accounting field. The current CPA candidate appears 
t°jfce winning his certificate at an earlier age and to be

-32-
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mCrd P9r:3lst9nt ln the number of sittings attempted until 
ake he has n°t achieved success by that

he la mf’at llkely to move on to other endeavors, 
occlusions— last and Present

From the Gor .native definition of a current end past 
° A °andldate Siven in the preceding section, one may con
clude that the characteristics Included in this study do 
Oiler good but limited boundaries for analysis purposes, 
xn the past, these items offered the best avenues for 
investigation.

In past studies-~from which selected data for this 
reject were derived-Robert L. Kane, Jr.,1 utilized this

S't Gi characteristics as well as some additional mate- 
rial °oncerning grades received on the examination subjects, 
ol. conclusions, as presented for his study of May 1 5 5c 
-.A candidates, were:
11/) --xpsriencr- in public accounting up to n total of four 

"®."rs increases the candidate's chances of on3sine the CPA examination. This experience seems to be of
beSefif ln Auditing but of practical!? no-eneiit in commercial Law.

(2) °f ^cation ln general enhances-hi- chance of success in the examination,.hi. applies generally to those in each experience group

H ffr bert/ ' , iiane' Jr*> ' Analysis of the Effect of
n r ? S 984 i  Age, Education and Experience of Candidates 

p ', : - p f C n; ^  Examination in November 1948," (undated); 
land ' s«* - £  J?® A ?9' ( R a t i o n  and Experience of 1814 
"Anal ■ <’ ■ ‘ fhe6r ihe + fy 1949 CPA Examination," (April 1 9 5c)
ce«; • tnd "2neiv° 7  f +194' CPA Examination," (September
341:C?ndidPtAQlyfi? of.tbe Education and Experience of

UTu^ativ? May 1?5C GFA Examination andumu.atlve Analysis of Three Examinations," (March logi)
spared r r the Board of Examiners of the t o u c a n  ' '■ itute oi Accountants.)



(3) A combination of a college degree and at least some 
experience in public accounting appears to be s very 
effective background for candidates taking the examination.

(4; Most candidates who qualify for the CPA certificate 
succeed in passing all subjects on one of their first 
L,‘iree attempts. The second attempt produces the highest number of successful candidates.

vo) It appears that an increasing percentage of the candidate:’ hi. vo completed a college course of study. How
ever, these graduates benefit substantially bv 
obtainlng public accounting experience even though 
uhey,mRy require less of such experience to pass the examination than is needed by non-graduates.
-ome of the findings and conclusions of present day 

stool- s are set forth in a very recent article entitled, 
'CPA Candidates— What Are They Like?," and written by 
William 0. Bruschl."*" This article describes the use of the 
~ .,11 orm Statistical Information Questionnaire and goes on 
to define toe traits of today's typical candidates and some 
a c.iusal factors associated with OP A examination suc- 

ce s. The conclusions reached by William 0. Bruschl in 
t,j ,t art 1 :] - were that "an ana.lysis of some general factors 
:soci«ted wish OPA examination success showed that the 

principal factor was general scholastic ability and ac
counting knowledge, as indicated by the aptitude and 
achievement tests, and, to a lesser extent, by the candi- 
i:it academic grade averages in college."

J- t a9 t re were no drastic differences in the pro- 
ol tbe current and past successful CPA candidates, 

v re n' 1 il;V-jor difierences in the conclusions reached *
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in tine study at hand and tbt noted current and pa.,t . tudles. 
The Percentage ol college graduates among the successful GTA 
° " • - • t" a probably shows the greatest change oi any over the 
P t, ’lac. In the 194-8-1950 period this figure wa about 58 

* c -L vheroas today It runs near 90 per cent. Experience 
remains helpful today especially for successful CPA candl- 
uat s having more than two years of public accounting work.

u - x - oi ex- min tion sittings, tbe conclusion that 
n ar"y all successful candidates qualify by passing all 
subjects on one oi their first four attempts seems more 
a; . ropri-'te.

Re coamendations--Feature
While this study does not furnish evidence that any 

onv of the cited characteristics is better than another in 
predicting, candidate success, it is reasuring to learn that 
this same set shows considerable reliability over an ex
tend id i -riod of time. The data concerning ar , education, 
experlenand sittings is useful in portrayin- patterns and 
in iGi j.nin:~ a ty> icau candidate in these terms. And, some 
deducti may be made about the candidates' other traits
and attributes.

olr.ee it is apparent In the discussion of predictors 
oi I'Ucce .s of tbe profession that there is not common 
agr • ment within one professional field— much less between ‘"'i 
hf^e^d --the importance of the continued use of the Question- 
v n ire a::- a vehicle for data collection cannot be over- 
%  - :. In particular it should be useful in conjipuf-

- wi uh correlation analyses and other mathematical and



■’tatlstlcal approaches to evaluation of ma~F data.
^his study provides the basis for several particular 

recommencation3 in regard to analysis, evaluation, and 
ConParison of personal characteristics of CPA candidates. 
These recommendations are as follows:
(1) Candidate data should continue to be obtained through 

adequate and reliable samples taken at each successive CPA examination.
Continued and expanded use of AICPA Orientation and 
Achievement Tests should be more aggressively promoted and their results correlated with Questionnaire data and examination results.

j Additional studies covering different periods of time should be initiated and used to form a basis for 
analyses of changes, patterns and trends.

The y recommendations are offered as a means toward achieving
'eiderably greater degree of uniformity in the rules

a regulations concerning qualifications for admission to
the profession. Presentation of a united front and of con-

i fr-cts for all jurisdictions should go far in the 
■ rl to Persuade authorities to reduce the diversity of 

require: ■ * s. Tne objective should be "one profession with
one set Oi ruled for all."

WW -----------
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appendix a

STRUCTURE OF THE SAMPLES USED IN THIS STUDY 
Tba surveys used as basic sources for data concerning 

personal characteristics of CPA candidates covered three time 
periods. For purposes of this study, survey data obtained at 
the November 1948, May 1949, November 1949 .and May 1950 CPA 
examinations were combined to form one reference point of 
approximately fifteen years ago. Another reference period of 
about five years ago was established by combining data from 
samples taken at the November i960 and May 1961 CPA examina
tions. The present day comparison point was derived by com- 
bining data from tabulations of questionnaire information ob
tained from all participating candidates sitting for November 
1964 and May 1965 GPA examinations and participating candidates 
sitting for the first time for the May 1965 CPA examination.

From Table 12 below, it is apparent that the surveys 
varied considerably in scope. Sizes of the individual 
samples were fairly consistent within each reference period 
and even between the two earlier periods. The average 
sample size for the first period was 2,0C5; for the second'
r^°d# .>7-7» The number of states and, consequently, the

number of CPA candidates participating in the present day 
program demonstrates the current high degree of interest in 
accumulating data on all CPA hopefuls as well as on entrants
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lnto the profession. The availability and presentation of 
such data have been greatly facilitated by- the development 
of the hZPkE questionnaire and an improved, related system 
for processing information of this nature.

TABLE 12.— Structure Qf samples used in this study
Sample from 
Examination 

Dated
Candidates 
Included 

in Sample
First-time
Candidates
Included

Number
of

States
November 1948 
May 1949 
November 1949 
May 1950

1,46?1,814î, 400 
3, ¡341o æ

566
5394871̂ .220

3,112

About | 
About -4 
About y About ;J

November I960 
May 1961 2, 902

2 , 5 5 3 674
666 98\ 4 5 5

November 1964 
May 1965 11,28011.222

^ 5 0 2 3 . 3 8 8
373^5

44
46

The methods employed in surveys were, in general, 
similar in each case. The data was collected at state levels 
xro.j.: participating CrA candidates and ws,s forwarded for re
view and analysis under the direction of Institute personnel. 
Processing of the information included in the fifteen-year 
renrence period was accomplished through manual procedures 
an'~- techniques ; that of the five-year reference period,
tr.rough a combination of manual and mechanized (punched 
Cc-rc / routines; and, that of the present day reference period 
t-rough manual, mechanized and computerized methods.

In order to allow the reader to make his own judgment %
tif' A

%  .

■r --ernlng the methods and scope of the earlier research

, -ir .
I



e 1 1  ort s, excerpts irom "the Kane studŷ " covering t- _ av 
CPA examination are provided as being representative 

for each of his analyses:
-Ik- j.our previous studies explored the results of 

the examinations given in November 1945, November 1945,
'•lay 194$ and November 1$49.

•...lwo separate and distinct samples are Involved 
for each of the examinations. The... samples consisted of 
...candidates who, according to their state boards, qualified 
for the CPA certificate as a result of the...examination. 
These will be referred to as successful candidates. The 
other...sample Includes...candidates who failed to qualify 
in that examination even though they may have passed some 
subjects Ct-hen or in prior examinations) . These will be 
referred to as unsuccessful candidates.

"These data do not cover all the states using the 
examination, nor do they necessarily include all of the 
successful or unsuccessful candidates within a particular 
L to, siuce : 11 data sheets which were incomplete in any 

respect were excluded. Therefore, a direct comparison of 
tne number of successful candidates with those who were 
unsuccessful is not valid as a measure of percentage of 
candidates passing. However, the relationship of various 
subgroup to group totals should be valid and significant 
as measures of differences between the successful and un
successful candidates.

-39-
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"ihe classifications used in the present study are

identical with those used in the prior studies. Therefore,

error-: resulting from some of the problems encountered in 
using samples...

"...certain limitations should be pointed out.

data from only about one-half of the states and have not 
included more than e small percent of the total number of 
candidates. It is possible that the states which have 
sup lied the data used in these studies may not be repre
sent- tiv- of the nation'11 situation... Tven for those states 
submitting date, it was not possible to Include all candi
dates. In a number of Instances, tabulation has shown that 
a port of the desired data was lacking, and as a result the 
candi::; te cou ; i net be included. Other data hr v. been deleted 
because of jparont inaccuracies..."

In order to provide a valid comparison of current and 
past GPA candidates, it was necessary to utilize only 
comparable factors or data items from each of the reference 
periods. Accordingly, this report is limited to a(Htyse 
data items concerning age, education, exp rience and Plum 
of sittings attempted. In addition, the fifteen-year re

it is possible to consolidate the results....This combin
tion should serve to reduce the possibility of serious

All of the studies referred to have been based on

n chronological perspective and, mors importantly, becau
ference point is used as the base period in order to mai



successful or unsuccessful.
Data for five-year reference period was complied from 

;n earlier, ACPAE-developed uniform statistical information 
questionnaire. However, the questionnaire was not as ex
tensive in nature as the present cay information blank and 
minor difference- from the earlier data were also noted, as 
explained in the tables accompanying this report. As one 
notable exception, the 196C-1S51 data classified the exam
ination status oi the GPA candidates as follows: (1) assing
all subjects at the first examination; (2) previously con
ditioned or failed now passing; (3) conditioned; or, (4) 
failing. For the purposes of this paper, "successful11 can
didates within this time period of the samples included those 
receiving passing grades as defined in (1) and (2) above.
All other 1950-1961 candidates were then labeled as "unsuc
cessful" in arranging the classifications pro anted in the 
accompanying tables.

The Questionnaire used for the 1954 and 1965 CPA exam
ination data collection defined the examination status in 
the following manner: (1) passed all four subjects at first 
sitting; (2) passed three subjects— all for which he was 
eligible--at first sitting; (3) completed his remaining 
subject at first sitting; (4) passed all subjects for which 
he was eligible but had previously failed one or more sub
jects ; (5) has been conditioned as a result of this sitting; 
or, (6) falling, not conditioned. In order to achieve com
parability with the earlier studies, the 1954-1955 candi
dates h#re classified as 11 successful" if they achieved the

V V "
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status Indicated In (1), (3) or (4) above. All gtaer 19'-’4- 
1965 candidates were consequently placed in an 11 unsuccessful1 
classification.
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